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enoa42001@yahoo.com
http://enoa4rpg.blogspot.com/ 
http://enoa.rpgs.sytes.net/
Module Level Range :
[4-6]
Suggested Number of PCs:
Single player only.   Multiplayer is untested and will result in some dialog/plot issues.  There will be unavoidable issue in a multiplayer game, but players willing to overlook the plot/dialog issue should be successful.  2 companions are included.  
Play Time:
Solo, 4-8 hours; Multiplayer, 4-8 hours  (let me know how long it took you)
Setting:
Faerun.

Setup and Installation: 
The mod file (Tomoachan.mod) should be copied from the into your ‘Neverwinter Nights 2\modules’ directory.  
All hak files including:
	ssap2_v11

shrine
heed_boardable_ships
shrine2
shrinels
Should be copied to your ‘Neverwinter Nights 2\haks’ directory.  

All bmu music files should be copied to your ‘Neverwinter Nights 2\music’ directory.

To run Tomoachan, first select the ‘New Modules’ option from the Neverwinter Nights 2 menu, and then select ‘Tomoachan’. 

Introduction
Tomoachan is an adaptation of C1: The Hidden Shrine of Tomoachan, a module that was originally used for the Official Advanced Dungeons & Dragons tournament at Origins 1979, and was the first in series of modules from TSR, the Competition Series.  The module has been adapted and expanded from the original.  

This adventure is ideal for single player.  4th or 5th level male characters are very strongly recommended.  Humans, half-elfs, and elves are encouraged.   There is a ‘romance’ with a human woman featured prominently in the plot, thus the recommendation.  There are a few references that indicate the player is definitely a man, but if you don’t mind overlooking this and want to romance a human woman with a halfling woman, go to town!

I would recommend this module for teen or older due to content. 

The module represents a good mix of role playing, hack and slash, and tricks and traps.  

It is intended for 4th-6th level characters.  Dialog and plot problems will occur in multiplayer but other game mechanics should be ok.   I did not have the opportunity to run a multiplayer test.  

Notes
The module was written to help me learn how to use the new toolset.  I am family with the NWN1 toolset, but many changes were made to the toolset for NWN2.  I converted C1: The Hidden Shrine of Tomoachan for NWN1 as a way to learn the toolset and I thought converting another PnP module would give me the same opportunity now.  Keep on the Borderlands was intended to be a short, easy project and a learning experience.  I was surprised at how long it took me to complete the project.  The new toolset is very powerful and I am impressed with the capabilities it offers, but I am unsure if I will invest the time to write another module.  I will do my best to debug and support this adventure.
  
Companions:
Two companions are included in the adventure.  Both are required and factor prominently into the story.
Death
You will be asked to reload if everyone in your party dies.

Known Issues
I am sure there are typos.  I have done my best to remove them.  I did my best to remove these as well, but I am certain some remain.   If you find any bugs or have suggestions please e-mail them to enoa42001@yahoo.com and I will try to address them.
Known issues include: 
	Floating text occasionally appears twice.  This is related to having companions in your party.  The behavior is slightly different if you are playing the main character or inhabiting a companion.  Although a minor distraction it does not have any other ill effect on the game.

Tecuziztecatl, an NPC, and a giant cat are both occasionally slow to attack even though they appear hostile.  
Hak Files
Five HAK files are required to play Tomoachan.  They must all be placed in ‘Neverwinter Nights 2\haks’ directory.  

The hak files are:
	ssap2_v11

shrine
heed_boardable_ships
shrine2
shrinels

Music Files:
Music files must be placed in ‘NeverwinterNights 2\music\’ directory.

Music files are:
	mus_battle05.bmu
	mus_battle11.bmu
	mus_battle11B.bmu
	mus_drama05.bmu
	mus_errie06.bmu
	mus_travel06.bmu
	mus_travel12.bmu


DMs
I did not build in extra DM support, but would welcome comments or suggestions from any DM who attempts to run the module.

Questions and Additional Information:  Please visit http://enoa4rpg.blogspot.com or http://enoa.rpgs.sytes.net/  for more information or e-mail me at enoa42001@yahoo.com    I will correct bugs, fix typos and implement suggestions as I am able to.  

Resources Used:
Thanks to the authors of the following resources that were used during the construction of this modules.

Heed's Boardable Ships by Heed
	Shirtless Saga Armor Pack, Volume 2  by BarrelOfMonkeys and RunnerDuck
	Female clothing pack 4 by Aleanne
	CdE Musicas by Tuor NightHawk
	Botu_dropsfx by Botumys
	NWN2 Custom Music Guide by SirNugz


Thanks and Credits:
Many thanks to my good friend Darmok for his assistance testing Tomoachan and for listening to me prattle on about module development every day at work.  

Special thanks to my wife and kids who put up with me while I worked on the module.  

Thank you to; Sir Nugz, Amraphel, Wyrin_D'njargo, Maerduin, Berliad, Lariam, Lorft, Hugie, Maerduin, Wyrin_D'njargo, Hugie, Alazandar and many others for their assistance and feedback during development.  The talent, kindness and support among other mod makers and the community in general is genuinely astounding.  Thank you all.  

Thank you to anyone I didn’t remember to thank.  (Let me know or whack me with a two by four to remind me).  

Good luck to all the other module makers out there.


Updates: 

Version 1.0.3 (10/04/2007
	Fixed battle on the ship.  It would often be over by the time players loaded in.  This should be fixed.
	Version 1.0.2 (10/03/2007)
	Version 1.10 of NWN2 caused some problems with a few tiles used in the shrine.  These tiles showed up as neon red in the game.  This has been corrected.  Thanks to Kaeldorn for pointing out the issue and thanks to Hugie for helping me resolve it.
I did some very minor tweaking to the ship board battle.
	Version 1.0.1 (9/10/2007)
	Start Area now labeled ‘Prologue’
Elora’s voice changed to ‘Female, Healer’, I was using Elanee's voice - so mentions of the Mere and Meredelain were a little odd
	Adjusted a few camera settings in conversations.
	Fixed a typo in a conversation with Navio.
Tathli now has a glittering necklace to add light and enhance cutscenes if encountered at night time.
	Transition in land of the dead renamed ‘trapdoor’.

The name for Elora’s bedroom, now reads ‘Elora’s Bedroom’ instead of area 3.
Re-balanced ship attack.  With 5th level characters the battle was over before the area finished loading.
Fire memphit text should only appear once, it was firing multiple times.
	The metal bird would spawn multiple times.  This should only fire once now.
	Increased difficulty of a several encounters.
	Increased hit points of some monsters
	Made some doors in maztican village static
	Version 1.0 Released 9/9/2007



